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CIEO Statement on Daunte Wright’s Murder  

 

Ohio’s Co-Conspirators in Ending Oppression (CIEO) unequivocally denounce the deadly police 

actions that took place on Sunday, April 11, 2021 in Brooklyn Center, Minnesota. Daunte 

Wright, a 20-year-old Black man, was murdered by police during a traffic stop not far from 

where George Floyd was killed in May 2020. While he was reportedly pulled over for an air 

freshener hanging in the rearview mirror, this did not warrant the deadly violence that Law 

Enforcement displayed. Additionally concerning, is the shift in story from Law Enforcement 

afterwards about the gun officers used in the encounter. This is unquestionably another lethal 

incident tied to the structural and systemic racism in America’s police institution.  

 

This nation’s governing systems and enforcement agencies have enacted targeted violence on 

Black people for centuries - and it is not merely coincidental that this most recent tragedy 

occurred mere miles from the location where George Floyd died by police violence. Violence is 

and always has been integral to White Supremacy Culture. In the past twelve years, police 

officers claimed accidental deadly force - alleging they meant to use a taser before shooting 

Black men.  Both victims, Oscar Grant and Eric Harris, died. One officer was convicted of 

involuntary manslaughter and served eleven months of a two-year sentence. The other officer 

served about sixteen months of a four-year sentence. We are sickened by these deaths, the 

excuses made by officers, shifting narratives from law enforcement and the police departments 

that enable them and shield them from consequences amid historical lack of justice for victims 

of police brutality and their families. We demand the Ex-Officer Kim Potter and agency be held 

accountable for Daunte Wright’s death, and systemic changes occur to prevent future harm and 

deaths of community members. 

 

As advocates for survivors of sexual and domestic violence, we are acutely aware of how state 

violence, including police murders of Black people impact survivors. The majority of Survivors 

do not call police and do not seek justice through legal systems. Additionally, survivors have 

reported fear to call law enforcement or seek justice through legal systems for valid concerns of 

additional harm and traumatization. 

 

CIEO entreats all white people to dismantle this and all forms of systemic oppression by which 

Black folks are harmed every day. We, as white people, have no way of knowing how 

exhausted, terrified, and traumatized our Black co-workers, neighbors, friends, and family are 

at the need to constantly be vigilant for the effects of implicit and explicit racism. And as white 

people, it is within our power and purview to bring awareness to and tear down 

institutionalized white supremacy. It is not enough  to read books and articles about the 

experiences of Black people and diversity, equity, and inclusion. Black folks in our country are 
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hurt, if not murdered, every day because of the racist society our ancestors and communities 

built, so we have to actively rip the system apart, work toward justice, and demand 

accountability and systemic changes to divest from violent practices within America’s police 

institution.  

 

Please consider supporting Mr. Wright’s girlfriend and one-year-old son in the wake of his 

death, and call Minnesota Governor Tim Walz and Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison to 

demand an independent investigation into Mr. Wright’s murder.   
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